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Chapter 2451: What, he actually refused 

Except besides. 

There are also changes in his own cultivation. 

The eternal emperor's cultivation speed, apart from factors such as talent, cultivation secrets, and the 

origin of the universe, can almost only be the flow of time. 

In other words. 

In the eyes of Minghua and others. 

He probably knows a natural universe with a fast flow of time! 

In short. 

It is true that Emperor Minghua Zhou solicits, and it is true to covet secrets. 

and so. 

Even if Su Lang wanted to go to the high-level universe, he would not agree to Minghua Zhou Emperor 

now. 

"Sorry." 

"I don't want to go to Doudu Universe for the time being." 

"If I want to go, I will leave a message in the Gen Luo universe." 

Su Lang recorded his words in the phonograph and passed them to the treasure hunt flying glider. 

Suddenly. 

Emperor Minghua Zhou and others heard these three words of Su Lang. 

Hear this. 

Emperor Minghua's eyes flashed, his expression unchanged. 

However, Mingwu, Pei Yuxiao, Anjue, and Renyan Zhou emperor suddenly rose in disbelief. 

"what!?" 

"He actually refused!" 

"He refused to go to the upper universe?" 

"What is the confidence that makes him unwilling to even go to the upper universe!?" 

"Could this kid really occupy an unknown high-level universe!?" 

"Impossible, the high-level universe has too fast a time flow, it will not exist in a large number of base-

level and lower-level universes, but should be surrounded by the guards of the middle-level universe!" 
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"He doesn't come from within the cosmic radiation range of Doudu, but from the higher-level universe 

of other places!" 

"He really got here from the universe of other high-level cosmic radiation, through so many natural 

universes!?" 

"..." 

The minds of Emperor Mingwu Zhou and others were full of stormy waves, and various shocking 

thoughts kept appearing! 

Immediately after. 

A trace of fortune and joy appeared in their hearts. 

Mingwu is happy because he doesn't need to hear about Su Lang all day, and is happy to live in the 

shadow of Su Lang all day. 

Pei Yuxiao, An Ju and Yan Yan Zhou were happy because they had saved their lives. 

"Also." 

"I made this abrupt." 

"Su Lang, after you think about it, come find this person." 

Emperor Minghua's expression did not change at all. He summoned a half-step eternal man from the 

universe of life and made him stay in the universe of Genluo. 

"Okay." 

The treasure hunting flying flying spit out a phonograph again, and Su Lang's random voice came. 

Emperor Minghua nodded, and put down the treasure hunting flying flying flying fly. 

Soon. 

"The matter has been found out." 

"Anjue, Renyan, did not falsify the information sold. The reason for the inconsistency of the information 

has nothing to do with them." 

"Pei Yuxiao, from now on, you can't use this as an excuse to make trouble in Kongqing universe." 

"Of course, we won't take care of anything that has nothing to do with my empty universe." 

Emperor Minghua looked around Pei Yuxiao and the others, with a cold voice. 

"Yes! Thank you Senior for finding out the truth!" 

"The younger two, this is goodbye." 

Emperor Anjue and Emperor Yanyan hurriedly resigned. 

They dare not leave after Emperor Minghua Zhou has left. 



Otherwise, Pei Yuxiao went crazy and chased them down, but he would die! 

"Let's go." 

"Mingwu, let's go too!" 

Emperor Minghua grabbed Mingwu and directly opened the Avenue of Time and Space. 

Seeing this scene, An Yue and Renyan Zhou emperor suddenly lost their souls, and hurriedly moved the 

Avenue of Time and Space to shuttle through the barriers of the natural universe. 

"Want to escape!!" 

Pei Yuxiao knew that he could not avenge Su Lang for the time being, and his anger could only vent on 

the two Anjue. 

but. 

Emperor Anjue Zhou and Emperor Yanyan Zhou ran fast. 

Pei Yuxiao did not dare to do anything when Emperor Minghua Zhou was not leaving, so he could only 

watch the two Anju disappear. 

"Ah!" 

"I hate it, I hate it!" 

"Why, why should I encounter such a thing, why!" 

"Kill, I will kill you, kill you all, kill all of you!" 

"..." 

Pei Yuxiao was crazy, roaring incoherently, and then he was about to destroy everything around him, 

venting the endless anger and humiliation in his chest. 

But at this moment. 

"Senior calm down." 

"I'm still here." 

"You can be careful not to kill me." 

A voice came, but it was the half-step eternity-a rickety old man said with a smile. 

Chapter 2452: Pei Yuxiao's mentality collapsed 

"you!!" 

"Me!! Puff——!!!" 

Pei Yuxiao shocked all over, staring at the half-step eternal old man with violent eyes, then shuddered, 

and a mouthful of blood spurted out! 
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next moment. 

With bleeding and tears in his eyes, he spread out the avenue of time and space, and ran away roaring! 

"senior!" 

"Xia Slave is here waiting for your news!" 

The rickety old man narrowed his smile, and bowed respectfully and solemnly to Su Lang's treasure hunt 

flying glider. 

Immediately after. 

He stopped moving. 

It seems that if Su Lang doesn't find him, he will keep bowing and bowing until death. 

Half an eternity. 

For the eternal power of the six universes, it is really a dispensable tool... 

"There is definite news." 

"I will let you know whether you agree or not." 

Su Lang used the phonograph to pass it to the rickety old man. 

He knew that the old man was disgusting Pei Yuxiao, to please him. 

Don't hit the smiley with your hand. 

Say more words, let the old man feel at ease, just a little effort. 

"Thanks senior!!" 

Half a step, the eternal old man thanked Su Lang, and then stopped moving. 

With a thought, Su Lang took some treasure hunting flying gliders back. 

"Next, find a place to practice with peace of mind." 

"During this period, I will practice exercises, save up cultivation skills, and sort out other spoils." 

"After I'm done, I'll find the trouble with Anju and the others, and Pei Yuxiao can't let go, hehe!" 

Su Lang thought so, a faint smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Then, he went directly to a natural universe that originally belonged to Emperor Guangyu Zhou. 

in a moment. 

The Eternal Spirit Gathering Array appeared out of thin air and began to gather cosmic energy crazily. 

Su Lang did not stay. 

Instead, continue to arrange the eternal spirit gathering array in the rest of the natural universe. 



quickly. 

In the twenty newly acquired natural universes, all of them were arranged by Su Lang's eternal spirit 

gathering formation. 

There was also a universe presented by Xiyitai, and Su Lang did not move temporarily out of caution. 

The Spirit Gathering Array is set up. 

He began to frantically absorb the energy spilled from the universe, supplying Su Lang's one-key 

cultivation function, and maintaining that super abnormal cultivation speed. 

Su Lang stayed in the formation. 

Continue to accommodate the eternal life universe and the crystal wall universe. 

at the same time. 

Emperor Anjue and Emperor Yanyan have returned to their nests respectively. 

As the Four Eternal Realm. 

It was vulnerable to Su Lang at this time. 

But equivalent to the vast grassroots, they are super powers in the lower universe. 

Everyone owns a small piece of space, with hundreds of natural universes. 

"call!!" 

"Finally escaped!" 

"If you stay there, you are guaranteed to be eaten alive by Pei Yuxiao!" 

"Hey, it's really unlucky lately, that Su Lang is really terrifying!" 

"From now on I will hide here to practice, and I will never go out for a short time!" 

Emperor Anjue, staying in a lower universe with a fast flow of time and close to the middle universe, 

secretly thought. 

Simultaneously. 

Emperor Renyan Zhou also thought so. 

however. 

They couldn't think of breaking their heads, they didn't have to escape from Su Lang's hands! 

The other side. 

Emperor Minghua Zhou took Ming Wuzhou Emperor back to the sky blue universe and came to a living 

room of the auction house. 

"Regarding Su Lang, you can suppress it." 



"It's best to do something else to divert people's attention." 

Emperor Minghua Zhou said to Emperor Mingwu Zhou. 

"Yes, Master Minghua!" 

Mingwu took his orders. He knew very well that he couldn't let more people pay attention to Su Lang at 

the moment, so as not to have extra problems. 

The failure of Pei Yuxiao's hunt has to be covered by another thing. 

"Well, you go." 

"I want to report this matter to the universe, so I won't keep it much." 

Emperor Minghua nodded, and immediately opened the Avenue of Time and Space, returning to Doudu 

Universe non-stop. 

"We must overwrite the failure of Pei Yuxiao's hunting." 

"What's more attractive than releasing more natural cosmic coordinates?" 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou flashed light in his eyes and walked out of the living room. 

quickly. 

The official auction house of Kongqing Universe has released news that 600 natural cosmic coordinates 

will be auctioned! 

The news came out. 

Suddenly everyone in the empty blue universe was blown up! 

Chapter 2453: Kongqing Universe Auction 600 Coordinates 

"what!?" 

"A total of six hundred natural cosmic coordinates!" 

"Even if it's all in the grassroots universe, it's a huge number!" 

"Yes, the eternal forces of the Four Universes cannot sit on so many natural universes!" 

"This hunting, I will definitely participate, and I must get the opportunity to break through to the Four 

Eternal Realm!" 

"Hahaha, when I take the coordinates, the breakthrough is expected!" 

"..." 

A master of eternal realm excitedly discussing. 

The 600 natural cosmic coordinates released by Kongqing Universe this time are undoubtedly a 

gluttonous feast! 
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Almost everyone turned their attention to this matter. 

Including those half-step eternals who are seeking life in the empty blue universe. 

If they find the eternal realm that needs manpower, they have the opportunity to become followers and 

participate in hunting. 

At that time, there will be gains no matter what. 

Regarding the matter of Su Lang and Pei Yuxiao, the people in the empty cosmos were immediately 

thrown out of the sky. 

Such important news. 

Emperor Anju and Yanyan Zhou also quickly got them, and they immediately became interested! 

Although they were frightened by Su Lang, they decided to hide for a while. 

But the temptation of six hundred natural cosmic coordinates is too great. 

Moreover, it was officially released by Kongqing Universe, and its safety is definitely guaranteed. 

If you take a few coordinates and spend a little time hunting, you are guaranteed to make a lot of 

money. 

Thus. 

The loss of being killed by Su Lang to the Four Eternals and a few Three Eternals can be further made up. 

"I cannot be absent from this hunt!" 

"However, instead of going to Kongqing Universe in person, just send a subordinate to bid for the 

coordinates of the natural universe." 

"Otherwise, if Su Lang suddenly figured it out and joined Doudu Universe, and he happened to run into 

me in Kongqing Universe, I guess I will be finished!" 

"..." 

The Emperor Anjue thought so, and soon transmitted the order to an eternal emperor of the three 

universes who had never been seen before, and asked him to participate in the auction. 

The same goes for Emperor Yan Yan Zhou. 

Even the two were both enemies of Su Lang. At this time, they were faintly relieved of their previous 

suspicions and had the intention of forming an alliance. 

Except for Anjue and Emperor Yan Yan Zhou. 

Pei Yuxiao also got the news immediately. 

"Six hundred natural cosmic coordinates!" 

"I will try to take as many natural coordinates as possible to make up for the loss." 



"By the way, see if there are any guys that are worth training and can absorb them." 

"If not, then kill them all!" 

"..." 

After Pei Yuxiao heard the news, he looked grimly thinking. 

He is not only going to hunt, but also to vent his resentment and aggrievedness! 

in my heart. 

He has decided to treat those natural universes as objects of vent! 

Imagining countless creatures howling miserably under his feet, he felt much better. 

Thought of this. 

Pei Yuxiao called another woman from the Second Eternal Realm. 

quickly. 

There were screams of ups and downs. 

In the empty green universe. 

Looking at the streets of continuous buildings, the eternal emperor and half-step eternity were talking 

about. 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou nodded slightly, what he wanted was this effect. 

And for this large-scale release of natural universe coordinates. 

He did not inform Su Lang. 

Because the reason he did this was to cover up Su Lang's existence. 

How can you pass the news to Su Lang so that he can participate and be noticed by people? 

but. 

He did not expect-- 

"We can't miss this hunt!" 

"For such a good opportunity, we have to take at least ten coordinates at Xiyi Station!" 

"No, I have to take more shots and send it to Master Su Lang to consolidate the relationship!" 

"Well, before, Pei Yuxiao went back to Kongqing Universe to find trouble with the two Anjue, and then 

was taken by the people from Kongqing Universe to investigate. I don't know what the result will be." 

"This time I took advantage of the opportunity to send the coordinates to investigate the current 

situation of Lord Su Lang." 

"With Master Su Lang's means, nothing can be done. Don't do sinful things." 



"..." 

The three Four Eternal Realms of Xiyitai were discussing in secret, and a decision was quickly made. 

at the same time. 

In the high-level universe "fighting capital". 

Emperor Minghua shuttled through the void and soon came to a huge continent! 

Chapter 2454: Doudu Universe, Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou 

The name of this continent is also called "Doudou". 

It is spliced by countless planets. 

Its area is about a million times the size of the Boundless Continent. 

Ordinary planets, on this continent, are just small blocks of different sizes relative to the volume of the 

entire continent. 

of course. 

There are also larger planets, forming even taller ‘mountains’. 

The gaps when the planet and the planet are joined together become rivers and canyons, forming a 

spider web-like shape, spreading in all directions, spreading infinitely into the distance. 

I don't know how many planets in the natural universe need to be searched for this terrifying continent 

to create it! 

According to rumours. 

Doudu Continent was built by the unfathomable "Dou Xiu Zhou Emperor" after countless years. 

Because this vast continent for the ordinary Eternal Realm is just equivalent to a ‘city’ for Emperor Dou 

Xiu. 

So it's called "Dou Du"! 

The Doudu Continent contains the Great Spirit Gathering Array, which continuously gathers the cosmic 

energy of the entire Doudu universe. 

Originally, the cosmic energy of the Doudu universe is extremely strong. 

After gathering, the energy concentration has been raised to several levels! 

Even if the eternal state is here, you can absorb energy as you like. 

Above the mainland. 

Vast and magnificent buildings are everywhere. 

The strong are everywhere! 
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Half-step eternity is relatively rare in the basic universe, but here, it is already a relatively common 

warrior. 

The number of eternal realm powerhouses has also increased. 

now. 

Dou Xiu Emperor Zhou disappeared from the Doudu Universe for some time. 

The entire Doudu Continent is ruled by its descendants and subordinates. 

But for a long time. 

Without the suppression of the strongest, there would be division. 

The current ruling power in Doudu Continent still seems to be one. 

But in fact, it has been divided into two factions mainly based on "Xiuyu" and "Xiuning". 

The two factions are constantly fighting against each other. 

Emperor Minghua Zhou is one of the strong men of the'Xiu Ning' school. 

now. 

The'Xiuning' faction is weaker than the'Xiuyu' faction. 

For Su Lang. 

Minghua attaches great importance to it. 

Once this Tianjiao joins their'Xiu Ning' faction, it will definitely bring great help in the future. 

and so. 

He will let Emperor Ming Wu Zhou try his best to cover up the matter, so as to prevent the people from 

the "Xiuyu" faction from learning about it, halfway through or obliterating it. 

Emperor Minghua Zhou is fast. 

In a blink of an eye, I traveled for an unknown number of light years and came to a giant mountain. 

This giant peak is called ‘Luanzhi’. 

It is formed by a planet larger than the space-time port superstar of the source of the Ming universe. It 

has been formed on the Doudu Continent after countless years due to strong gravity, hurricanes and 

other factors. 

But this huge place in the world is just one of the other courtyards of'Xiu Ning Zhou Emperor'. 

On the top of Luanzhi, there is a purple jade palace. 

There is an unparalleled eternal formation around Ziyu Tiangong. 

Bursts of brilliance flowed endlessly, like countless purple feathers fluttering, looming. 



Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou is practicing in it. 

"Minghua begs to see His Royal Highness Xiu Ning Zhou and report it quickly." 

Emperor Minghua came to Ziyu Tiangong and arched his hands to the two eternal Emperors who were 

guarding outside. 

"Master Minghua, please wait a moment!" 

The eternal emperor Zhou who served as the guard replied politely and immediately sent the news to 

the heavenly palace. 

quickly. 

Minghua got permission to walk into the Tiangong. 

Inside the Ziyu Tiangong, countless golden, red, and white energy streams form a three-color vortex, 

which continues to revolve. 

Among them is a lot of gouyu. 

The energies of gold, red and white are the origin of the universe. 

The Gouyu contained in it is the core origin of the universe. 

At the center of the vortex of gold, red and white. 

A beautiful woman wearing a lavender frosted dress and a snow-colored veil is practicing seriously. 

"Subordinates, see His Royal Highness Xiuning!" 

Minghua knelt down on one knee and bowed with fists. 

After Emperor Dou Xiu left, no one in the Doudu universe dared to bear the title of "Your Majesty". 

Even his descendants can only be called His Royal Highness. 

"Get up." 

"If you have something to say directly, I still have to practice." 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou said lightly, without even opening his eyes. 

"Yes!" 

"Subordinates found an eternal warrior named Su Lang in the basic universe!" 

"..." 

Emperor Minghua soon told everything about Su Lang. 

Chapter 2455: Xiu Ning and Ming Hua's brain supplement 

"Su Lang?" 

"It's kind of weird." 
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"You pay attention to him, and inquire about information about him, if he wants, bring it over, and I will 

see him." 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou opened his eyes, his eyes were sparkling, and he finished speaking lightly, then 

closed his eyes again. 

From beginning to end, his expression remained unchanged. 

"Yes!" 

"Subordinates retire!" 

Emperor Minghua took the order and immediately withdrew from the Ziyu Tiangong, and began to 

explore more information about Su Lang. 

Time flies quickly. 

In the upper universe, the flow of time is about a thousand times that of the middle universe and about 

10 million times that of the lower universe. 

The past ten million hours in the Doudu universe is equivalent to more than a thousand years. 

Only one hour passed in the lower universe. 

One year passed in a blink of an eye in Doudu Universe. 

Only a few seconds passed in the lower universe where Su Lang was. 

And Minghua Zhou Emperor. 

In this year, a large number of people have been mobilized to inquire about Su Lang's intelligence. 

There is no gain. 

During the period, people were also contacted with Xiyi Terrace, which is close to the Nine Desolate 

Universe Region. 

But the people at Xiyitai made up their mind to hug Su Lang's thigh, and said nothing. 

at this time. 

It is still on the top of Luanzhi giant peak, the purple jade palace. 

"After many inquiries." 

"Near Genluo universe, there is no trace of Su Lang in the natural universe recorded by Doudu 

universe." 

"And those universes, one by one, have formed a circle, enclosing the Nine Desolate Universe Region 

where Gen Luo is located." 

"If Su Lang enters the Nine Desolate Universe from the outside, it is impossible not to leave a trace." 

"Then, he should come from the Unknown Universe near the Nine Desolate Universe Region, which has 

not yet been recorded." 



"In this way, Su Lang can be regarded as an eternal arrogant who was born and grew up within the 

radiation of Doudu universe's rule." 

"As for the doubts about him..." 

Emperor Minghua kneeled in front of Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou and reported the information he had 

discovered over the years. 

Except for the origin of Su Lang. 

There are also some things in the Nine Desolate Universe. 

For example, the Nine Desolate Universe was once plundered by the unknown universe power soon 

after it was born! 

Moreover, plundering is not plundered cleanly, and there are still some innate treasures that are born in 

the universe. 

Notice. 

That kind of treasure, even for the existence of the Six Universes and Seven Universes, is a treasure that 

cannot be ignored. 

It would never be possible to leave corners or corners. 

Well. 

How strong is that mighty? 

"Nine Desolate Universe Region was born not long ago and was plundered." 

"The estimated time is probably more than 20 billion years ago when the Nine Desolate Universe Region 

is now." 

"The time to change into the Doudu Universe is already 20 trillion years ago. That was the period when 

Dou Xiu's ancestors disappeared." 

"At that time, Doudu Universe had long established the convention of recording the coordinates of the 

natural universe." 

"If it is the Nine Desolate Universe Region plundered by the ancestors of Dou Xiu, it is impossible not to 

record the coordinates." 

"So, is another eternal emperor who is extremely powerful?" 

Emperor Xiu Ning frowned slightly and whispered in a low voice. 

Could it be that the departure of His Majesty Dou Xiu is related to this unknown powerhouse? 

But Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou is not sure. 

After all, that happened many billions of years ago. 

On the contrary, there is a more reasonable explanation for Su Lang's doubts. 



That is. 

Inherited from the mysterious powerhouse who is probably not inferior to Emperor Dou Xiu! 

"Although it is only possible." 

"But Su Lang must be solicited." 

"It's just that this matter should not be rushed, otherwise it may be counterproductive." 

"Minghua, go down, leave this to you." 

A touch of dignity rose in the pupil of Emperor Xiu Ning, and said to Emperor Minghua. 

"Yes!" 

"His Royal Highness Xiuning!" 

Emperor Minghua took the order and immediately withdrew from Ziyu Tiangong. 

"Su Lang..." 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou closed his eyes, and Su Lang appeared in his mind. 

Minghua found out Su Lang's appearance from Anju, and Xiu Ning knew it was not surprising. 

at this time. 

In Xiuning's mind, Su Lang's appearance seemed clearer. 

Weight. 

Heavier too. 

"Dudu universe is running out of time." 

"Su Lang, if you really are the heir of that strong man." 

"Then, you will help me unify the battle capital, and then gather the power of the entire universe to 

hunt for the "Suiyou" of the higher universe." 

"Otherwise, the Doudu universe will be annihilated, and I will only be reduced to the middle universe." 

"In front of Suiyou Universe, the time flow in the middle universe is just a lamb to be slaughtered." 

"At that time, maybe all people will die." 

"..." 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou sighed slightly. 

Chapter 2456: More than 48,000 Gai Life World 

The natural universe is said to be eternal. 

But it's just a illusion caused by too long time. 
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As a high-speed time universe, Doudu universe has a shorter life span compared to the middle and low-

level universe! 

Its time flow is very fast, and affected by this, the cosmic energy will escape quickly. 

This is the reason why the cosmic energy of the high-level universe is so strong. 

And where the cosmic energy comes from, nature does not appear out of thin air, but is contained in the 

natural universe itself. 

When the energy overflows, it is the time of annihilation. 

It is more than 20 trillion years since the ancestors of Douxiu disappeared. 

In addition to the years that Doudu Universe had spent before Dou Xiu Emperor Zhou appeared, Doudu 

Universe has not much life span now. 

Therefore, Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou was eager to find a new place to stay. 

The Suiyou Universe was discovered by Doudu Universe, a Universe with a high-level universe. 

But when Doudu Zhouyu discovered the opponent, he also exposed himself. 

At present, the two sides do not know the specific strength of each other. 

But Doudu Universe has no time to wait and can only take the initiative to attack. 

but. 

In the battle of the high-level universe, we must do our best. 

And Doudu Universe is now in a divided state. 

Both the Xiuyu faction and the Xiuning faction did not accept each other. 

Even if they form a temporary alliance, they cannot trust each other. 

Therefore, if you want to be outside, you must first settle inside. 

Emperor Xiu Ning Zhou and Emperor Xiu Yu Zhou thought so. 

Then Xiuning's faction was relatively weak, and for Su Lang, he naturally wanted to pull into his camp. 

The other side. 

In the empty green universe. 

In order to wait for more eternal warriors to participate. 

After the news of the auction of six hundred natural universe coordinates was released. 

Waited another month. 

The auction officially started. 

At this moment. 



The auction house was crowded with people, and a large number of eternal emperors poured into it for 

half an eternity. 

Each natural cosmic coordinate has corresponding information and its value is different, so they are all 

auctioned separately. 

When bidding every natural universe. 

The eternal emperors will weigh and consider. 

So it will take some time for the six hundred natural cosmic coordinates to be auctioned off. 

In a blink of an eye. 

After three full days, all six hundred natural universes were filmed. 

The eternal emperors who were extremely excited, took the natural cosmic coordinates they 

photographed, and returned to their own universe happily. 

Next. 

They will be well prepared and start hunting! 

Of course, not everyone chooses to hunt immediately. There are also eternal emperors or forces who 

decide to postpone some time. 

Among them, there is the eternal power Xiyitai. 

Six hundred natural universe coordinates were auctioned during this period. 

Only five minutes passed in the natural universe where Su Lang was. 

But this time. 

It was enough for him to transfer all the eternal life universe and crystal wall universe he had gained into 

his body. 

at this time. 

He is transferring the life planet in the last crystal wall universe to one of his crystal wall worlds. 

"Huh, finally done!" 

"Twenty-six thousand one hundred and thirty-six Gai!" 

"Add the previous twenty-two thousand one hundred and thirty-two gai." 

"The crystal wall world with a life planet or a life continent in my body has reached 48,268 gai!" 

"This is close to 20,000 gai, and the crystal wall world in my body will be filled." 

"However, the Crystal Wall world can grow. After it grows, you can continue to stuff life planets and life 

continents inside." 

Su Lang let out a long sigh, then looked at the virtual spirit universe. 



The extra 26,000-plus life world has brought endless intelligent creatures. 

When these creatures moved in the world, their mood fluctuated greatly, and they formed a stronger 

incense aspiration. 

Just this wave. 

Su Lang's four imaginary dragon-veined heaven realms condensed a large number of special aspirations! 

and. 

The incense aspiration power is continuous and can be obtained continuously. 

after a while. 

Su Lang can once again evolve his incense weapon! 

"Next." 

"It's time to start with the Black Ice Tower and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion!" 

Thinking of this, Su Lang sneered at the corner of his mouth. 

Immediately after. 

He began to make plans to deal with Hei Bing Tower and Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion. 

Chapter 2457: One after another giving gifts 

First of all. 

Can not reveal their identity. 

Otherwise, they will scare Anjue away! 

Secondly, it is best for the two parties to start together, otherwise the other one will be scared away 

after playing one of them. 

Finally, you have to stay alive. 

Now Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms is also effective for the lower eternal realm. 

At that time, you can let those living mouths reveal more coordinates! 

"Ok." 

"That's it." 

Su Lang nodded in agreement, and immediately prepared to do it. 

But at this moment. 

His expression suddenly changed, because in the Taixi universe, the eternal induction array was 

triggered again. 

"Are you from Xiyitai again?" 
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Su Lang raised his eyebrows and decided to take a look. 

However, now he is cultivating in the Eternal Spirit Gathering Array, so he dispatched a clone. 

Huh. 

A clone avatar was dispatched to the Taixi universe, and he immediately saw the incoming person. 

This time. 

Still a half-step eternity, a very beautiful woman with gray eyes. 

"The little woman knocks on the lord!" 

The gray-eyed woman saw Su Lang's avatar, and immediately bowed down, respectfully and obediently. 

"What's the matter?" 

Su Lang controls the clone with perfect leaning, which is equivalent to being here. 

"Return your lord!" 

"The sky blue universe held a rare, large-scale auction of natural universe coordinates!" 

"Xiyitai tried his best and was fortunate to have made twelve shots. The little girl was ordered to send it 

to the adults!" 

While talking, the woman with gray eyes respectfully offered a jade slip. 

"Kongqing Universe is holding a coordinate auction?" 

"And still large-scale?" 

Su Lang raised his eyebrows, "That old man Minghua is not kind, don't you tell me?" 

The coordinates of the natural universe. 

Of course he wanted it too. He knew that there was a grand auction, and he would definitely go. 

but. 

But no news. 

This must be intentional by Emperor Minghua Zhou. 

But when Su Lang was a little unhappy, he felt that the Genluo universe had an eternal state. 

"Just said, here comes someone?" 

Su Lang smiled, and then dispatched a treasure hunting flying flying dart into the Gen Luo universe. 

really. 

The person here is from the sky blue universe, and I have also seen it as Emperor Ming Wu Zhou. 

Gen Luo universe. 



"The next servant pays homage to Emperor Mingwu Zhou!" 

The half-step eternal old man who stayed behind in Genluo Universe bowed to Emperor Ming Wu Zhou. 

"Ok." 

Mingwu nodded, and immediately looked at Su Lang's treasure hunt flying flying flying fly. 

to be frank. 

His mood is very conflicted. 

Because of Su Lang's suspicion of life that struck him, he was not confident at all. 

But to show his sincerity, he came in person. 

"Friend Su Lang." 

"I'm sorry to bother you so often." 

"A few days ago, Kongqing Universe held a coordinate auction, and due to special reasons, it was unable 

to inform fellow daoists." 

"This time I came here to send twenty natural cosmic coordinates to Daoists. Don't blame Daoists." 

"Although these coordinates are in the lower natural universe, the resources are still rich in price." 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou also took out a jade slip while talking, and handed it to the treasure hunting 

flying flying glider. 

Taixi in the universe. 

"Another good thing?" 

Su Lang smiled slightly, then looked at the gray-eyed woman and said, "Why do you ask for Xiyitai?" 

"Return to Sir." 

The gray-eyed woman said immediately, "I just want to forge a good relationship with adults." 

"Okay, I accept the cosmic coordinates." 

"Take this treasure hunting flying flying flyback. If there is a problem with Xiyi Station, I will make one 

shot." 

Su Lang nodded, then summoned a treasure hunting flying flying fly, and handed it to the gray pupil 

woman. 

"Thank you for the gift!" 

The woman with grey eyes bowed in excitement. 

"Go ahead." 

"I still have guests." 



Su Lang smiled, and immediately disappeared from the original place, directly transferred to the Gen 

Luo universe. 

Wow. 

Time and space fluctuations bloom. 

The avatar controlled by Su Lang appeared next to the treasure hunting flying swan. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

Ming Wu didn't expect Su Lang to show up to meet him, and his eyes lit up. 

But then. 

He hesitated again: "Dao Fellow Su Lang, how come your cultivation base... fell to the Three Eternal 

Realm?" 

"Oh." 

"This is my clone." 

Su Lang controlled the clone, showing a smile. 

Chapter 2458: I can ally with yours 

"That's it." 

"Uh no, what, doppelganger!?" 

"How can the clone of the Three Eternal Realm be possible!?" 

Ming Wu nodded first, then shocked all over, staring at Su Lang dumbfounded. 

The half-step eternal elder next to him was also dumbfounded, his brain blank! 

Tianle. 

The clone has the Three Eternal Realm! 

What a perverted secret technique is necessary to create it! 

Looking at Su Lang who was smiling in front of him. 

Mingwu feels more autistic! 

"do not do that." 

"no big deal." 

Su Lang smiled slightly, beckoned, and the treasure hunting flying flying glider holding the jade slip in his 

small paw flew to his hand obediently. 

"Inside this jade slip." 

"Is the coordinates you gave me?" 
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Su Lang took the jade slip in his hand and looked at Mingwu. 

"Yes, it is." 

"They are all selected natural universes, better than those auctioned out." 

Mingwu nodded in a daze. 

"Thanks a lot then." 

"By the way, you don't want me to go to Kongqing Universe because you are afraid that I will be 

exposed and be known by others?" 

Su Lang smiled, secretly saying that he really became a sweet steamed bun. 

"Taoist Su Lang has eyes like torches." 

"Now, we are thirsty for talent." 

"If Fellow Su Lang joins us, he will definitely get a very generous treatment." 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou said sincerely, "At least, the treatment will be many times better than below!" 

"I saw your sincerity." 

"However, I can't completely let go of my vigilance against you at this time." 

"In the end, I am not a man." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "So it is impossible for you to recruit me." 

"Ah this..." 

Emperor Wu Zhou's complexion changed slightly. 

The eternal old man at that half-step is even more incredible. 

Originally, he thought Su Lang would agree to it sooner or later. 

after all. 

That's a solicitation from the high-level Doudu Universe. 

How many four universes are eternal, and if you want to enter the Doudu universe, you don't have that 

opportunity. 

however. 

Su Lang refused so simply! 

But at this moment. 

"but." 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth tick, and the words turn. 



"But what?" 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou changed his expression and asked hurriedly. 

The half-step eternal old man also quickly put up his ears and listened. 

"but." 

"I can form an alliance with yours." 

"Sit on an equal footing with the masters of your forces!" 

Su Lang looked straight, "And this is the most basic requirement." 

This statement came out. 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou and the half-step eternal old man were even more stunned, their eyeballs and 

chin were about to fall at the same time! 

An eternal realm of four universes. 

Want to form an alliance with high-level cosmic forces! ? 

And to be on an equal footing with the Lord of Power! 

This is just like a madman's babbling, it's completely a fantasy, foolish dreams! 

After a terrible shock. 

A trace of anger and dissatisfaction appeared in Emperor Mingwu Zhou's heart. 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"In the Doudu universe, the Four Eternal Realms have as many as four digits." 

"And the lord of our forces has a noble status and an incomparably powerful strength, and the Seven 

Eternal Realms all bow their heads." 

"Even if you are very strange, fellow Taoist, far surpassing the same level, but your words are too 

arrogant!" 

Emperor Mingwu Zhou frowned and said in a cold voice. 

He can swear that he has lived for more than 100 billion years, and he doesn't know how many crazy 

people have met. 

But this is the first time I have seen someone as crazy as Su Lang! 

"Friend Mingwu Daoist needn't be so angry." 

"I just said what I wanted, and didn't mean anything else." 

Su Lang shook his head indifferently, "If you can't accept this request, you do not agree." 

"Friend Su Lang." 



"I will truthfully report your words." 

"I can bear it, and if they can bear it, I don't know!" 

Emperor Ming Wu Zhou's eyes were slightly cold, and he made a cold snort and turned to leave. 

"Thank you for the coordinates." 

"Even if the alliance fails." 

"For the sake of your sincerity, I will help you with any minor difficulties in the future." 

Su Lang raised his hands, hugged Emperor Mingwu Zhou, and said sincerely. 

Chapter 2459: The gentleman takes revenge, it's too late overnight 

"I......" 

Emperor Mingwu Zhou trembled all over, and wanted to curse a swear word. 

But in the end my mouth shook for a long time, only two words came out 

——"Farewell!!" 

After speaking, Emperor Mingwu Zhou ran through the barriers of the natural universe with a black face. 

See here. 

Su Lang smiled slightly and disappeared from the place with the jade slip. 

That half-step the eternal old man resumed his bowing posture, and the stormy waves in his heart could 

not dissipate for a long time. 

It's crazy. 

It's crazy beyond imagination! 

Return to the natural universe. 

Su Lang put his spirit into the two jade slips in his hands, and quickly remembered all the coordinates in 

his mind. 

The twelve natural universes sent by Xiyi Station can be regarded as a small universe. 

The eternal warrior travels through the natural universe, only one barrier at a time. 

In other words, you can only enter the adjacent natural universe. 

Of course it does not mean that there is only one adjacent universe in a natural universe. 

It can be two, it can be three... it can even be tens to hundreds of thousands. 

Because the natural universe is huge. 

As long as the barriers of the two natural universes meet a little bit, they are considered neighboring 

universes. 
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For example, the nine time and space ports of Yuanming Universe are connected to the neighboring 

natural universes such as Milan and Weiming. 

The twelve natural universes sent from Xiyi Station are universes that are adjacent to each other. 

From one universe, you can shuttle to the other eleven natural universes at will. 

The same applies to the twenty natural universes sent by Emperor Ming Wu Zhou. 

"This wave is really profitable." 

"A total of thirty-two natural universes!" 

"The cosmic energy contained in it is enough for me to save a lot of cultivation!" 

"However, before hunting these natural universes, I still follow the previous plan to make a wave of the 

Black Ice Tower and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion." 

"A gentleman has revenge, it's too late overnight, and happily enmity is the right way to live!" 

The corner of Su Lang's mouth twitched, and some of the natural cosmic coordinates of Hei Bing Tower 

and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion appeared in his mind. 

These coordinates were revealed by Xiyi Station, there are 17 in total! 

"Nine are in the Black Ice Tower and eight are in the Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion." 

"Do not reveal their identity this time, otherwise they will definitely be scared to avoid fighting!" 

Su Lang thought silently, and immediately, just in case, he first changed the appearance and aura of the 

two Baiying clones of the Eternal Realm of the Second Universe, and then dispatched. 

The universe you are currently in is not adjacent to the two target universes. 

But Xiyitai has long considered this. 

The natural universe presented to Su Lang at that time was the neighboring universe that Su Lang was 

targeting at this time! 

and so. 

The clone first traveled to the natural universe presented by Xiyitai. 

Then they shuttled to one of the natural universes under the command of Heibing Tower and Lingyu 

Wanjie Pavilion. 

Because it travels through the barriers of time and space in the natural universe instead of dispatching 

directly. 

So it caused time and space fluctuations, which were detected by the guards in the natural universe 

through early warning methods. 

Hei Binglou is in the next natural universe. 

"Someone has entered this natural universe?" 



"I haven't received any notice from the above in advance, it seems that this time it is an intruder!" 

"Damn it, when did my natural cosmic coordinates leak out!?" 

"No, my strength is too low, call for support first!" 

"..." 

An eternal emperor of the universe looked at the direction from the time and space fluctuations, and 

there was a panic in his eyes. 

As an eternity, he is only the existence at the bottom of the food chain in the eternal realm. 

How can such a weak power dare to confront the strong who dare to invade? 

Therefore. 

The eternal emperor didn't even see the cultivation base of the coming person, so he directly asked for 

help from above. 

at the same time. 

Another avatar of Su Lang arrived in a natural universe under Ling Yu Wanjie Pavilion. 

The clone was also discovered by a Universe Eternal Realm guarding the universe. 

And this eternal realm made the same choice, asking for help, and ready to escape at any time! 

"Time and space fluctuations spread." 

"The clone should have been discovered." 

"But it doesn't matter, it doesn't matter as long as the person's cultivation base is not equal to or higher 

than Three Eternal Eternity." 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and began to dispatch the clone. 

Chapter 2460: Is a veteran, very cunning 

The two clones act simultaneously. 

Find a galaxy with life, and conquer all of them with Mingguang. 

Immediately after. 

Get to the center of the universe and start moving on! 

After the guarding eternal warriors of Heibinglou and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion passed the news. 

Not long. 

There will be three Second Eternal Realm descended. 

And this incident did not alarm the Four Eternal Powers such as Emperor Anjue and Emperor Yanyan. 
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Because whether it is the Black Ice Tower or Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, there are hundreds of natural 

universes under its command. 

These natural cosmic coordinates are not all unknown to outsiders. 

occasionally. 

There will be an invasion. 

Basically, they are the two cosmic eternal realms that do not know the heights of the sky and the thick 

earth, and sometimes even the first cosmic eternity. 

If it is the invasion of the Eternal Realm of the Three Universes, most of them will bring a few eternal 

realm subordinates or companions. 

Encountered such a situation. 

Only the Four Eternal Eternity of the Black Ice Tower and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion could be dispatched. 

at this time. 

When the enemy's strength is unknown. 

The people from Hei Binglou and Lingyu Wanjie Pavilion, based on their past experience, sent several 

Second Eternal Realms. 

They cheered up at the center of the universe, fully sensing the fluctuations of time and space. 

however. 

There are no more time and space fluctuations. 

"There is no time and space fluctuations!?" 

"Could it be that after someone entered the universe, he never used the power of time and space 

again?" 

"Is this person planning to lurk in the universe, investigate intelligence, and make plans?" 

"I'm a veteran, very cunning, do you want to keep asking for help!" 

"Hold on, as long as he does it, he will be exposed. When the time comes, we can be fully prepared." 

"..." 

The eternal warriors of the Black Ice Tower discussed and then began to prepare. 

The first is to report the news upward. 

The second is to prepare your own means of escape. 

The last is to issue an order to let the people below unfold the sky and earth nets to search for enemy 

trails. 

Everyone is ready to fight a protracted battle in units of ten thousand years. 



however. 

They simply couldn't think of it. 

Just a short time later. 

They were secretly stared at by Su Lang's clone! 

The guardians of the two natural universes were all in full view by Su Lang. 

The strengths are also similar, all of which are several two-time eternal realms and one one-time 

eternal. 

"Such strength." 

"Use Mingguang Ten Thousand Realms to solve it!" 

Su Lang thought in his heart, and immediately activated the star-cun-cloud function. 

Suddenly, all the avatars were divided into four teams and merged with each other to form four 

ordinary Xing Cuanyun avatars with eternal power in the four universes. 

Not only that. 

The same goes for the Gemini avatars. More than fifty Gemini avatars have become four stars and 

clouds. 

As the Baiying clone of the Eternal Realm of the Second Universe. 

None of the guards could discover its existence. 

The clones are now stronger. 

It is even more difficult to find the traces of the eternal warriors guarding the Black Ice Tower. 

therefore. 

Su Lang controlled the clone, gradually approaching, approaching! 

Those guarding the eternal warriors thought that it would take a long time to discover the traces of the 

invaders. 

Therefore, my vigilance has decreased, and I even occasionally chatted. 

"Do it!" 

Su Lang twitched the corner of his mouth, smiled coldly, and directly gave orders to the Xing Cuanyun 

He clones. 

"Fengtian with a thought!" 

"Mingguang Wanjie!" 

The avatars of Xing Cuanyun and He started at the same time, each pulling an eternal state into the 

Nianfeng space. 



And instantly unfold the Mingguang World! 

Those guarding the eternal warriors were attacked, and they were shocked! 

"what!" 

"Someone attacked us!" 

"How is it possible! Those eternal realms have not used time and space shuttle methods at all, how can 

they be touched here in such a short time!!!" 

"It's over, this space divides us all, and we can't send messages out!" 

"This method, could it be that, in the legend, the terrible strong man who killed the eternal four 

universes!?" 

"These people seem to be in the Four Eternal Realm! No, this is not true!" 

"..." 

All the eternal realms only feel that disaster is imminent, and they stand upside down. 

They tried all kinds of methods in a short time, and those who fled and asked for help were all useless! 

Despair covers everyone's hearts! 

 


